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GIFT GUIDE
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For the Homebody
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HERE'S WHAT YOU NEED TO KEEP THAT HOME
BODY FEELING COMFORTABLE...
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"12 Days of Christmas" Sampler 12 Pack of Popcorn from The Original Popcorn
House
Stay at home, rent a movie, try a bunch of popcorn. There is no better scenario for a
Home Body! The Sampler Pack is filled with 12 sample bags of their most popular flavors,
the perfect gift for the Holidays.
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Sea Parrot Kaleidoscopes from Avalon Gallery
Give that special someone the gift of art that they can enjoy from the comfort of their
couch. Sea Parrot Kaleidoscopes are an exquisite collection of handmade glass
kaleidoscopes by Bob and Elissa Rioux. Perfect for taking a "movie watching" break, but
may keep you mesmerized for hours. Located: 425 E Atlantic Ave
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A Beautiful Custom-Made Floral Arrangement from From Roehm With Love
Give that special someone the gift of fresh, beautiful florals to keep their home
smelling and looking amazing during the holiday season. Joseph creates
masterpieces in his little shop in Pineapple Grove. Stop by or give him a call to make
the perfect custom floral bouquet for that special someone in your life!
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Faux Fur Trim Wrap from Sara Campbell
With a variety of colors, your "At Home Comfort Chic" wardrobe will never get
old...Snuggle up in this wrap, grab your popcorn, kaleidoscope, and candles and
enjoy your weekend! 3 colors available: Ivory, Black & Light Blue
Price: $138; Located: 1051 E Atlantic Ave
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Books on Sale from The Delray Beach Library
Books are gifts you can open again and again. And at $3.00 each, you can stock up on
some classics for that Home Body friend. Stop in and they can help you find the right
books to keep your friend busy for hours, days, even weeks! Located: 100 W Atlantic Ave

Natural Driftwood Hearts from Just Hearts
Beautiful inside your home or outside of your home. Either
way, it is something you can enjoy AT home!
Small. $225
Large. $325

Satin Sleep Set from Morley
Every home body needs the best when it comes to their
sleep gear. Make sure they have the essentials for a good
night's rest with this satin pillow, eye covers, and scrunchy!
Price: $40

IPIC Blanket & Pillow and Gift Card
For the times where you just want to stay home and watch a
movie on the couch, IPIC lets you get cozy as if you are right
in their theater. But for the times you just need to get out of
the house, but want to feel just as cozy? IPIC gift cards can
help you out!
Pillow/Blanket Price: $39.99

NEST Candles from Excentricities
With so many cozy scents to choose from, NEST candles are
sure to make any home smell and feel like a place you
never want to leave.
Price: $42

Birchrose + Co. Bathsoak Coconut & Hibiscus from
Sunday State Style
Stay in. Soak. Repeat with this heavenly scented bath soak. Light
the above NEST candle, settle into the comfort of your bed with
your Satin Sleep set and your night is made...
Price: $18; Located: 157 NE 2nd Ave

